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6A Louis Chan Ho Hin
  Since the third of February, classes have suspended due to COVID-19 outbreak. 

  When I knew that we could not go to school, I was worried about my studies. I am in 
primary six, and we have to get ready for our secondary school life. Therefore, I think it is 
important for us to keep studying. Luckily, during this school suspension period, our teachers 
had prepared online learning materials and videos for us. We watched the videos and did 
our homework as usual. Besides watching videos, we also had real time ZOOM lessons at 
home. 

    Although we could finish the curriculum online, I preferred having lessons in school. At school, teachers can 
provide us more support and guidance. When we do not understand what the teacher is saying, we can tell the 
teachers immediately. Then the teachers can explain again.

  To prevent the risk of spreading the COVID-19, we stayed at home all the time and did not get to see our 
classmates and friends face-to-face. This made me feel upset  because this is our final year in primary school. 
There is not much time left for us to study together in this school. I could only talk to my friends using WhatsApp 
and WeChat. I really hope the virus would disappear soon. 

  On the day the Education Bureau announced that classes could resume, 
I was very excited. The joy was beyond description. In the past few months, I 
realised the importance of school life. When I am back in school, I hope I can 
get along with my classmates for one month more. I will cherish and enjoy the 
last month studying in primary school. 
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Finally Back to School

LKKB Newspaper Team

Hurray! 
We're back in school!

In the past few months, we had 
ZOOM lessons at home.
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  In October, the newspaper team interviewed the new English teachers here at the school. We asked 
them lots of questions to find out more about them. This is what we learnt…

We think all of the new teachers are great and hope they all enjoy their time teaching at our school. 

New English Teachers

Miss Connie Chin
By Minnie Gu Ruitung (6A) &Tung Feifei (5B)

 Miss Connie is from Malaysia and she teaches English to P1, 2 and 3. This is her 
second time to teach at our school.  The thing that surprised us most is that she can speak 
five languages! She likes singing too and says her mouth is her musical instrument.  
  She likes watching foreign films because she says they can help us learn new 
languages and she says if we want to become teachers too we need to study hard. That’s 
good advice.

Mr Ravi 
By Cherish Yan (4A) & Ricky Mak Ham Chi (4A)

  Mr Ravi is from India but he has lived in Hong Kong for 15 years so he loves Hong 
Kong very much.  He teaches all of P6 and he enjoys teaching us all because he says 
we are all nice. It was his dream to be an English teacher.
  Mr Ravi’s favourite hobby is cooking because he thinks it’s really enjoyable when 
trying out a new recipe. He can make a very yummy chicken curry. 

Miss Wong Bo Chu
 By Amaris Zhang Yue Yue (4B), Holly Yang Lok Yat (5A), 

Gordon Teng Hung Li (6A) & Louis Chan Ho Hin

  Miss Wong is a great teacher who teaches English to 4C and 4D.  She has been to 
many countries, including England, France, Japan, Spain and Italy. Her most memorable 
experience was 5 years ago, when her students surprised her with a big birthday cake. 
She felt so surprised, she cried! She likes the students here at our school and thinks we’ve 
got lots of energy. She is right. 
  She likes eating both healthy and junk food. She likes Chicago pizza because it has 
lots of cheese but she also likes healthy steamed chicken. During her free time she plays 
games with her children and if she has any time left, she likes to read. 
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  You are enjoying a walk around Tin Shui Wai 
when you see an old haunted school. You are 
curious so you go inside. But when you go in, the 
door suddenly slams shut and you are locked in the 
school! How do you get out? You need  to  find  the 
code for the lock.

(See the answer on page 12.)

Escape 
Room!

You need 4 numbers(1-4) so use the clues and look at the 
picture carefully to see if you can get the numbers and 
escape from the school before it’s dark and the monsters 
come out. 

Number 1 
6,7,8,9,10,11,12
Clue:
Where can you see these numbers in the 
classroom if you need to know the time?

Number 2
Where is the black square?

Clue:
The black line is where the teacher 
writes

Number 3 Clue:
Why is  the fire engine here  in 
the classroom?
How did they know?

Clue:
Look at it backwards

Flehskoob gib eht fo pot                 

Number 4
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Students'Good Work
Nice to Meet You

1A Vicky Ying Wai Hei

My name is Mike.
I am a boy.
I am in Class 1A.
I am seven years old.
My birthday is on 16/9.

Nice to Meet You

1B   Darren Cheng King Lam

My name is Darren.

I am a boy.

I am in Class 1B.

I am six years old.

My birthday is on 13/7.

People at School
1C Mable Lam Sze Man

This is Chloe.
She is my classmate.
She is a girl.
She is six years old.
We are in Class 1C. 

Be Good at School 
1D Bobby Cheung Pak Hei

Close the door, please.
Sit down, please.
Open your books, please.
Don’t talk in class.
Turn on the lights.

A Pet for Princess Pam 
1E Cheryl Leung Sze Yin

Those are my turtles.
I like those turtles.
They are small and cute.
They are my pets. 

A Picnic
2A Hugo Yan Yat Ho

  Today is sunny. There are five children. They are 
having a picnic in the park. 
  Dan is hungry. May is giving him some cakes. They 
must share food and play together. They must keep off 
the grass in the park. They mustn’t hit other people. They 
like the picnic. They are happy!

A Picnic
2C Edwin Fung Ho Him

  Today is sunny. Winky, May, Kiki, Jim and Dan are 
having a picnic in the park. They are eating and drinking. 
  Dan is hungry. May is giving him some cakes. Winky 
is thirsty. Jim is giving her some water. They must keep 
off the grass. They mustn’t pick the flowers. They mustn’t 
litter. They enjoy the picnic very much.

My Dream School
2D James Chan Yu Ching

  The name of my dream school is Games School. It 
is very big. There are twenty classrooms. I swim in the 
swimming pool. There is a games room. I play car racing 
games in the games room.
  My favourite place is the games room. I like my 
school because my school is very beautiful and it is fun. 
Welcome to my school.

My Dream School
2E Yolanda Pan

  The name of my dream school is Yolanda’s School. 
It  is huge. There are fifty rooms. The games rooms are 
on the third floor and ground floor. I play games in the 
games room. The art room is on the first floor. I draw in 
the art room. The playground is on the ground floor. I 
play in the playground. I like my school.

Please Be Good!
2B Raymond Tong Ming Kit

We must…√
1.We must sit still in the hall.
2.We must walk to the hall.
3.We must keep quiet in the library.
4.We must play in the playground.
5.We must keep off the grass in the garden.
6.We must sit still in the playground.

We mustn’t …×
1.We mustn’t spit in the hall.
2.We mustn’t litter in the hall.
3.We mustn’t pick the flowers in the garden.
4.We mustn’t run in the classroom.
5.We mustn’t walk on the grass.
6.We mustn’t climb the trees in the garden.
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Fun with Cooking
3A  Markus Chan Chit Hei 

Yummy Open Sandwich
You need: some beef, a tomato, mushrooms, some cheese and a slice of bread.
Steps:
First wash the tomato, mushrooms and beef. Then cut the tomatoes, cheese, onion and beef. 
Next put them on the bread.
After that put the sandwich into the oven.
Finally bake it for ten minutes.

The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse
3D Hailey Cheung Chi Yiu

  One day, Timmy and Carla are in town. They are in Timmy’s house. Carla says, ‘ I’m hungry. Can we have lunch 
together?’
    One minute later, Timmy and Carla are in the kitchen. Carla says, ‘Let’s go to the fast food shop!’ Timmy says, 
‘Good idea. Let’s go.’
  Thirty minutes later, Timmy and Carla go to McFred’s Fast Food Shop. In Mcfred’s Fast Food Shop, there is a 
fridge. There are a lot of sausages and some bread in the fridge. They make hot dogs and eat them.
    One week later, Timmy and Carla are in the house. Timmy says, ‘Let’s go to McFred’s again.’ Carla says, ‘ Yuck! 
Go to McFred’s again?’ ‘ We go there every day. I don’t feel well. I need some good food.

The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse
3B  Kiki Zheng Pui Ki

  On Friday afternoon, Carla goes to Timmy’s home in the town.  They want to have lunch.  They are hungry.
    Carla wants to eat fruit salad but Timmy says, ‘Let’s go to the fast food shop!’
    Timmy and Carla are  in McFred’s Fast Food Shop.   Carla says,  ‘I don’t see any good food. What can I eat?’  
Timmy says, ‘You can eat the hot dogs.’  Carla says, ‘Dogs!  I don’t eat dogs!’
  One week later, Timmy says, ‘I am hungry.  Let’s go to McFred’s Fast Food Shop.’  Carla says, ‘We go there 
every day.  I don’t feel well.  I need some healthy food.’

Buying a Present
3E Michael Wong Lok Yan

  This Saturday is David’s birthday.  Winnie and Joe want to buy David a birthday present, but they don’t have any 
idea.
    Then Joe has a good idea, he says, ‘Let’s go to the toy shop!’  Winnie says, ‘Great!’  Ten minutes later, Joe says, 
‘Wow!  There are so many toys!  There are robots, toy aeroplanes and teddy bears.’  Winnie says, ‘Ha!  We can buy a 
toy car for David.’  And Joe says, ‘OK.’  Winnie asks the shopkeeper, ‘How much is a toy car?’  The shopkeeper says, 
‘It’s fifty-five dollars.’  Joe says, ‘Oh my!  We don’t have enough money!’  They feel bad.
    Winnie says, ‘We can buy a robot!  It’s only fifty dollars.’  Joe says, ‘OK.’  They are happy again.

Jason at the Fast Food Shop
3C Summer Wong Sen Yu

  Jason is at the fast food shop. He wants to buy a hamburger, a can of cola and an apple pie.
    Jason asks, ‘May I have a hamburger, a can of cola and an apple pie, please?’ Then the shop assistant says, ‘Here 
you are.’ Jason says, ‘ How much is it altogether?’
  Jason doesn’t have enough money. He has twenty dollars only.
    He doesn’t want to buy the apple pie. Finally, he says, ‘ May I have a hamburger only, please?’
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At the Cake Shop 
4A   Betty Lin Siu Ki

  Last Sunday, Matthew wanted to buy a cake for his pretty mother. He wanted to give his mother a yummy 
birthday cake so he went to the Sweet Cake Shop. It was Matthew’s mother’s birthday.
  Matthew’s mother likes eating chocolate cakes so he wanted to buy a chocolate cake. Then he looked at how 
much a chocolate cake cost.  It was one hundred dollars! A strawberry cake was eighty dollars.  It was cheaper. 
Matthew thought the chocolate cake was more expensive it was more delicious. He wanted his mother to be happy 
so he chose a chocolate cake. 
    When he told the cashier he wanted the chocolate cake, he couldn’t find his wallet. Then he started to worry. He 
explained to the cashier and said he would be back soon. 
  He quickly ran home and borrowed some money from his dad. In the end, his mother saw the chocolate cake. 
She said, ‘Wow!’ They said, ‘Happy birthday!’ They had a great day!

At the Cake Shop
4B    Amy Wang Yifei

  Today, Matthew wanted to buy a cake for his mum. He went to a cake shop to choose a birthday cake for his 
mum. It was a surprise birthday cake.
  Matthew was looking at a strawberry cake and a chocolate cake. They were expensive. The strawberry cake 
was eighty dollars and the chocolate cake was one hundred dollars.
  Matthew thought the strawberry cake was cheaper but the chocolate cake was more delicious. Therefore 
Matthew decided to buy the chocolate cake. 
    Unfortunately, he couldn’t find his wallet. 
  He was unhappy and he started crying. He rang his father and asked his father for help. In the end, Mathew’s 
father came and gave him the money for the cake. They were happy.

A Personal Description
4C Eric Huang Ho Hin

  My name is Eric Huang. I live in Shenzhen. I am nine years old and my birthday is on 21st December. 
  I am a boy. I am tall and fat. I am 140 cm and 39 kg. I am taller than my best friend, Sager Keung, but I am not 
the tallest boy in the class. I am fatter than Sager. I have short black straight hair. My hair is longer than his.
  I like music and sports. I like going ice-skating, playing the violin and playing badminton. I always go ice-skating 
with Sager. We always go ice-skating on the ice-skating rink together.

My Hobby
4D Ruby Zeng Jia Yi

  My hobby is playing the piano. I started playing the piano three years ago. I play the 
piano with my mother, Apple.
  During the summer holidays. I play the piano on Sunday afternoons. I play at home. I 
like playing the piano because it is enjoyable and relaxing.
  The piano cost me $80,050. I would like my mother to learn playing the piano too 
because the more the merrier it will be.

A Personal Description
4E  Adela Li Zuoxuan

  My name is Adela. I live in Shenzhen in China. I am nine years old and my birthday is on 14th September. I am 
135cm and 28.7kg. I am a girl.
  I am tall, thin, light and young. I am healthy because I eat a lot of fruit and I do a lot of sports. I am pretty too. I 
always wear beautiful shoes.
  I like going swimming because it is good for my health. I like collecting stickers, playing computer games and 
going ice-skating too. 
  My best friend is Candy. She is taller than me. I am thinner than her. I am younger than her. Candy’s hobbies are 
playing the piano, collecting stamps, reading magazines and playing the long flute. 
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At the Cinema 
5D Carol Fu Lam

    Last week, Anna and Dad wanted to watch a film so they went  to  the cinema.  ‘Shall we watch Toy Story 4?’ 
asked Anna. Dad liked the idea and lined up for the tickets.
    While Anna and Dad were waiting patiently, they saw a little boy crying very hard. ‘Why is the boy crying?’ Dad 
asked. Anna said, ‘I think the two boys were laughing at the boy as they took his balloons from him?’ Anna helped the 
boy to take back the balloons.
    Dad praised Anna and asked her to give the balloons back to the boy. Anna said, ‘OK! She walked over to the 
boy and said,  ‘Are  these balloons yours?’ The boy said,  ‘Yes!’ Anna told off  the  two boys,  ‘You can’t bully others 
anymore!’ The boys said, ‘OK. We will not bully others again in the future!’ The boys were very pleased to have a new 
friend and said, ‘Thank you!’
  Finally, Dad was very proud of Anna because she stood up for justice.

Interesting Places in Hong Kong
5A Chow Kin Lam

  There are many interesting places in Hong Kong. We can see and do a lot of things there.
  In the New Territories, I like Hong Kong Wetland Park. In there, we can see the crocodile Pui Pui. We can watch 
the beautiful natural scenery there. We can see the birds and butterflies. We can look at some special plants in there. 
People feel relaxed in the park.
    On Hong Kong Island, we can find Ocean Park. We can see some sea animals and watch an exciting dolphin 
show. The dolphins are cute and smart. We also can go on rides there, even very young children can enjoy the rides. 
In Ocean Park, we can visit the giant pandas. They are cute but lazy. They always just play together and sleep.
  Disneyland is on an outlying island. It is another theme park in Hong Kong. Thousands of tourists visit the park 
every year. We can go on the rides and take photos with the cartoon characters. At night, we can watch the fireworks 
and a parade. It is fantastic.
    I love Hong Kong. Hong Kong is a great city. I am so proud to live in this city!

A Fashion Show
5B Li Jing Jing, Angel 

  Last night, my parents took me to Harbour City and we watched a fashion show. 
  In the fashion show, I saw a model. Her name was Mary. She was a girl with small eyes, a high nose, straight 
hair and a small mouth. Also, she was wearing a hat, a watch and a pair of glasses. She was in a suit and high heels. 
I think she was very smart.
  Then, the next model was a boy called Tony. Tony was the little boy with a round face, a big mouth, a small nose 
and two dimples. He always smiled. He was in a T-shirt and trousers. He was jumping. He looked very happy. Maybe 
he got full marks in his test.
  I liked a model called Peter best because he was very handsome. I think the fashion show was very enjoyable 
because it was my first time to watch one. I will come again next year.

A New Story—The Three Wishes
5C    Stefan Zhang Tik Ho

  A long time ago, a poor boy and his father lived near a village. Every day, the poor boy went into the village to 
beg for money.
     One morning, the poor boy went to the village as usual. Then a man gave the poor boy some meat. The poor boy 
was so happy. He was about to eat  the meat but a fairy appeared. She said,  ‘Do not eat me! I can give you three 
wishes.’
     The poor boy told his father about the fairy and the three wishes. His father was excited. The father said, ‘We shall 
be rich and we can have a lot of money to use.’ The poor boy said, ‘I know we shall be rich. But I’m hungry. I wish to 
have many sandwiches for dinner.’ As soon as he said the words, a lot of sandwiches appeared on the table.
     The poor boy stared at the sandwiches but his father was furious and he scolded him. The poor boy wished the 
sandwiches would stick layer by layer on every part of his father. His father shouted, ‘Help!’ The poor boy wanted to 
help his father but there was only one wish left. 
      The poor boy had to use his last wish so he wished for the sandwiches to go back on the table. Suddenly the 
sandwiches were back on the table. The poor boy and his father ate the sandwiches sadly.
      The three wishes were gone. They were still as poor as ever.
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New Story Writing
5E  Bosco Lin Zi Bo 

  Three years ago, a tourist and his friend had a holiday. They went to the beach. Every day, the tourist went to the 
beach and he tried to pick up coconuts.
  One day, the tourist saw a big coconut. He wanted to pick it. Then the coconut tree said, ‘If you don’t pick the 
coconut, I will give you three wishes.’ The tourist was very happy. He went to the hotel and told his friend.
    His friend was very happy. He thought that he could get a sports car, a big house and a lot of money… Both of 
them were very happy. Then the tourist said, ‘I’m thirsty.’ Suddenly the tourist wished for some cola. Poof! Out came 
a cola but his friend said, No! I don’t want cola! Disappear!’ the tourist scolded him.
    The tourist said, ‘I wanted the cola!’ Then the cola came back. They quarrelled with each other for a while. Then, 
they came up with an idea. ‘There’s something far better than cola.’ So, they went back to the coconut tree and 
picked all the coconuts to drink fresh coconut water. They were very satisfied and never talked about the three wishes 
again.

Book Report
6A Michelle Pat Suet Yi

Title: The Wizard of Oz
Author: William Wallace Denslow   
Publisher: George M. Hill Company

Why did you choose the book?
I chose this book because the plot was exciting.
     
What is the book about?
The book is about a girl called Dorothy who finds herself in a strange place far away from home. She is scared and 
she wants to find her family and go home. Then someone tells her only the wizard of Oz in the Emerald City can help 
her get back home. She sets off on a long journey to find the wizard. She meets a Scarecrow, a Tin Woodman and 
a Cowardly Lion. They go to the Emerald Country to see Wizard. The Wizard agrees to help them but they must kill 
a wicked witch first. Then Dorothy finds the witch. She throws water onto the witch and the witch dies.  In the end, 
Dorothy comes back home. The Scarecrow becomes the King of Emerald Country. The Tin Woodman become the 
King of the west and the Cowardly Lion becomes the King of the  east. 
   
What did you like/dislike about the book?
I liked this book because the plot was exciting as they met a lot of difficulties. They could solve the problems together. 
I was amazed because their dreams came true. My favourite character is Dorothy because she is brave. She always 
goes forward. I have learnt not to be afraid of difficulties and obstacles, and strive to overcome problems. Eventually 
perseverance will lead to success.

What would you do if you were the characters?
I would live in Emerald Country if I were one of the characters because I could play with my friends forever.

A New Festival
6B Coco Zou Ho Yan

  The name of the new festival is Animals’ Day. The celebration date of this festival is the eighth of August. The 
new festival is a time for my friends, my parents and for other people who like animals too to come together to 
celebrate animals.
  At this festival, we get to feed the hungry animals and keep them clean. Apart from that, people are allowed to 
take animals home as pets.
  This festival can help the poor animals to live a better life. We need to donate money to the animal institutions 
so that they can adopt more animals and let those poor animals have someone to love them. They would not have to 
lead a pathetic life. 
  I think this festival is fun because we can see many animals. I have always loved  animals and am excited to set 
them free whenever I can. Therefore they would have better lives. 
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    Too Many Computer Games
6C Butt Hassan Ahmad

  Last Sunday, Ben was playing computer games in his room. Suddenly, Ben’s mum entered his 
room. His mum was angry. Mum said, ‘Ben! It’s three o’clock in the morning. You better sleep now.’
    The next day, Ben had an English test. Ben was sleeping in his classroom. His classmates had already finished 
the test. Ben was tired because he played computer games until three o’clock in the morning.
  After school, Ben was playing computer games again. He did not have dinner. His room was untidy because he 
did not care about his room. 
  The next day, Ben was in his classroom. He got back his test paper. When he saw  his result, it was bad. He 
had failed the test. He felt very sad.
  He went back home. His mum said, ‘I told you not to play computer games at night. This is what you deserve.

How Keren Spent Her Pocket Money
6D Xue Joshua

  Yesterday, Karen got one hundred marks in her exam. Karen’s mum was very happy. Mum gave her some 
pocket money. Karen felt very excited. And then she went to buy food.
    Karen went for a walk. She saw a hawker selling curry fish balls. She thought the fish balls were delicious so she 
went to buy a skewer of fish balls. Karen thought the fish balls were the best in the world!
  After eating the fish balls, she went home. Suddenly she felt a pain in her stomach. She felt very sick. She 
wanted to vomit and she could hear her stomach growling. However, Mum was not at home. She could only call the 
ambulance by herself!
    The doctor told Karen that she had a stomachache. She told Karen not to simply eat fish balls from filthy hawkers 
because they could be very dirty. The doctor advised her to be careful when buying hawkers food. Karen was so glad 
to get better and she always remembered the doctor’s advice.

My Dream Job
6E Matthew Ho Long Yat

  I want to be a lawyer when I grow up because it is a meaningful job. If I become a lawyer, I will help people who 
are in trouble.
  Lawyers need to be calm so that they can do justice calmly. They also need to be caring so that they can 
investigate the cases carefully. Lawyers need to be patient too so that they can study the cases patiently.
  I think this job is suitable for me because I am calm and caring. I am patient too. I hope I can be a lawyer 
someday.

How Karen Spent Her Pocket Money
6F Michael Hung

  Yesterday, Karen and her mum stayed at home because it was a school holiday. When Karen was doing 
homework, her mum gave her some pocket money because she got an A in her exam. Then Karen said ‘thank you’ 
to her mum. Karen was happy. She wanted to buy a lot of snacks.
  After two hours, Karen was hungry so she went downstairs to the street to look for food. When she was walking 
on the street, she saw a hawker selling curry fish balls. 
    Since Karen liked eating curry fish balls, she bought a stick of curry fish balls and ate it.
  After one hour, she felt a strong pain in her stomach. Then she called her mum and told her what happened. Her 
mum quickly came home and took her to the clinic. 
  Then they saw the doctor. The doctor told her to stay at home for three days and take some medicine.
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London STEM Study Tour

                                           5B Angel Li Jingjing 
18 Jan 2020 
  Today we went to Buckingham Palace first. It has been a 
focal point for the British people at a time of national rejoice and 
mourning. It is a very busy place. Then we went to the science 
museum. We played a lot of interesting games that are about 
science – sounds, magnets & light. We also watched a scientific 
performance. It was fascinating. After lunch, we went to the 
Windsor Castle where the Queen lives. It was my favourite place 
in this trip. We took a lot of stunning photos there.

                                      5B Jodie Huang Tsai Tsui
19 Jan 2020  
  We went to Brick Lane Market. We bought a lot of things there, 
like chocolate, snacks, candies and so on. Everyone was happy! 
  Then we went to the Imperial War Museum. There were many 
weapons related to World War I and World War II. What impressed 
me most was the damaged car that was blown up by a bomb, which 
symbolizes the disaster and harm brought forth by the war. I hope 
there will never be any more fights and wars in the world, but only 
peace and love.

 5A Holly Yang Lok Yat

    Time flies! I couldn’t believe an eight-day English 
tour was over so quickly! It was such an unforgettable 
experience for me and I would never forget the things I 
did in London. I am grateful for the teachers’ guidance 
and classmates who went with me.                                 

 5B Carlos Fung Kwok Cheung

17 Jan 2020                                
  We visited the British Museum. It is in the Bloomsbury area of 
London, and it is a public institution dedicated to human history, art 
and culture. It is also the first public national museum in the world. 
We learnt a lot of things relating to ancient history. For example, 
mummification, porcelain, armors and Chinese weapons and so on. 
After visiting the British Museum, we went on a River Thames Cruise 
Ship to see the London’s famous historical buildings such as Big Ben, 
Tower Bridge, London Eye and House of Commons.  
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                                            5C Steven Zhang Tik Ho
21 Jan 2020 
  I was very excited today because we got to go to 
the Harry Potter Studios. There were different exhibition 
areas, some of which were displaying scenes and 
costumes that were used in the films. They were all very 
amazing and  interesting!  I bought a LEGO box and a 
Harry Potter wand. What a wonderful day! 

                                            5B Taurus Yuen Kwok Kuen
22 Jan 2020 
  It was the last day of our trip. We joined the BETT 
Show. We introduced our school project to the guests 
in English.  There were so many people from different 
countries. I was really nervous but I tried my best to 
introduce the project to them. In the end, I could introduce 
the project well and did not think it was too difficult. 

                                            5A Vivien Jiang  Jiaqi
20 Jan 2020  
  Miss Ip woke me up at half past six, we were all out of spirit 
because it was too early. In the morning, we went to Larchwood 
Primary School. First, we had a lesson with P6 students. In the 
Maths class, we all thought their topic was very simple. Some 
students did not finish their work but our classmates easily 
completed the maths questions.
  In London, students have ten minutes break for every two 
lessons. The happiest time for us was recess. We played in the 
school park with the local students there and made friends with 
them. After lunch, we helped to serve food in the cafeteria. 
  In the afternoon, we went to St Helen’s Catholic Junior School. 
Their principal showed us the facilities in the school. I admired their 
school a lot because their school is huge. There is even a swimming 
pool where students can have swimming lessons. 
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A Film Review

A Game Review

   Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
     6A Amy Zhang Xin

    Have you ever heard of a story about a child who likes eating chocolate bars very much? 

  Charlie and the Chocolate Factory is a story about a boy called Charlie who is from a poor 
family. Charlie loves eating chocolate very much but he only gets one chocolate bar on his 
birthday. 

    Willy Wonka is the owner of a chocolate factory. He is going to  let five children to enter his 
factory. The tickets are randomly put  into five separate chocolate bars. Charlie wins a tour with 
other children to this magnificent chocolate factory. 

    If you want to know what happens to Charlie in the factory, you must watch this film. I like this 
film very much because it is interesting and the plot is exciting. I strongly recommend my friends 
to watch it.

The PUBG
     6A Gordon Teng Hung Li

  Do you want to drive a helicopter or use missiles to destroy houses and 
cars? If your answer is yes, then PUBG is the best game for you.

  The game’s full name is Player Unknown’s Battle Grounds. It is a shooting 
game.

There are one hundred players in each round. Every player has three 
teammates. The players need to pick up guns and other weapons to kill enemies. The winner will get an award called 
‘Winner Chicken Dinner’. I like playing this game very much because it is very exciting and it is full of challenges. 

  This game is very famous. It is easily available. You can download it and play it on a computer or on your mobile 
phone. 

First number
Where can you see numbers 1-12? On a clock! Can 
you see  the clock  in  the classroom? Which box do 
numbers 6-12 on the clock fall in? They are in square 3. 
The first number is 3!
Second number
The three 2x4 tables are the table and chair layout of 
the classroom. The black line is the blackboard. So 
where  is  the black square  in  the photo? They are  in 
square 3. 
The second number is 3!

Third number
Why is the fire engine here ? Because there  is a fire  in the 
classroom? How did they know? Because the fire alarm went 
off. Where is the fire alarm? In square 2.
The third number is 2.
Fourth number
If you look at’ flehskoob gib eht fo pot’ backwards it become 
‘top of the big bookshelf’. Where is the top of the big 
bookshelf? In box 1.
The fourth number is 1

So the code to escape the room was 3321
Was it easy? Was it difficult? Did you escape from the 
scary school?
Help your family and friends escape too!

Escape Room!
Answers explained
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